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SUN 28th May 
After sleeping in the car overnight we launched Snow Goose into the waters of the 
Largs channel at 07.30 and after stowing all the gear we pushed off from the 
sailing club jetty at 08.30. 
The weather was warm but rather misty with a light wind from the S.E. as we sailed 
down the channel between Great Cumbrae Island and the mainland. 
Our intention was to sail across the Clyde and into Loch Fyne, through the Crinan 
Canal and if possible up the Sound of Luing and the Firth of Lorne to 
Oban.,distance approximately one hundred miles. We had allowed six days for the 
trip so providing we had fair winds and good weather it should be on. 
After three quarters of an hour sailing we altered course to pass between Great and 
Little Cumbrae Islands and then into the Clyde. 
Although we could still see the land, visibility was down to about half a mile so 
after passing just south of Garroch Head on the Island of Bute I set the compass to 
285°which would take us north of Arran to Skipness point on the Kintyre 
peninsula. As Hazel can steer a better compass course than me she took the helm 
while I acted as lookout and had a smoke.  We soon lost sight of the land and it 
was quite strange sailing in silence and not being able to see anything outside of 
the boat. 
At 10.00 I saw what I thought was a black conical buoy bearing about 200 but a 
quick check on the chart showed nothing in our area.  Consternation ..  Then I 
noticed a bow wave on the black object and at 10.15 a Polaris nuclear submarine 
passed astern of us about 500 yards away, on its way up the Clyde. 
What I had seen was its conning-tower at the limit of visibility and mistaken it for 
a much smaller object close to. 

 
By now the 
wind had died 
away almost 
completely but 
I knew the tide 
was taking us 
in the right 
direction and 
as the mist 
began to clear 
we could see 
the outline of 
the mountains 
on Arran. 
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Hazel handed over the helm to me at 11.00 and began to prepare an early lunch 
which we ate while watching a family of seals playing in the water, until slowly the 
wind began fill in from the S. E. By 11.45 we were sailing hard on a broad reach 
past Skipness Point and into Loch Fyne. 
The mist had now cleared and we could see the racing yachts contesting the 
Tomatin Trophy series off East Loch Tarbert. We gybed onto port tack and entered 
Tarbert harbour at 14.00 to anchor in the N.W. corner called the Deuchlands. 
I rigged the boom tent and while Hazel started to prepare a hot meal I went onto 
the foredeck to inflate the dinghy ready for a trip ashore. The dinghy is a nine foot 
Campari which is carried deflated alongside the centerboard casing. Inflating the 
dinghy on the foredeck of a Wayfarer is quite a pantomime and usually arouses 
some comments from crews on neighbouring yachts. 
Tarbert that evening was packed with the crews and friends from over seventy 
racing boats besides the normal cruising boats in the harbour but it was interesting 
to have a look at the type of yacht other people sail. 
After a walk round the harbour and a drink in the Victoria Inn we returned to Snow 
Goose and turned in at 22.30. 
 
DISTANCE SAILED 30 miles  MAX WIND  F.4  S. E. 
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MON  29th  May 
Woke at 07. 30 to the sound of several cuckoos in the nearby woods and after a 
leisurely breakfast Hazel washed up while I deflated the dinghy and stowed all the 
gear away ready for sailing.  The last tine we had visited Tarbert was on the 
Scottish rally when we had gale force winds and torrential rain, but this morning 
the sun shone brightly and the wind was about F. 3. from the S. E. At 11.00 we 
pulled up the anchor and sailed out into Loch Fyne in company with the racing 
fleet who were due for another session round the buoys. 
Soon we were sailing north again up Loch Fyne with the temperature in the high 
sixties. An uneventful sail brought us to Ardrishaig at 13. 30 and after tying up in 
the sea lock we went ashore to see the lock-keeper and pay for our passage through 
the Crinan Canal.  The cost for a Wayfarer was £8.00. 
We found that although it had been raining for months at home in the Midlands, 
the West coast of Scotland had been without rain for seven weeks.Because of the 
water shortage we agreed to wait for another yacht to arrive so that we could lock 
through together, but after walking around Ardrishaig for about an hour no other 
boat had arrived so the keeper decided to bring us in alone. 

While Hazel stayed 
on the lock side to 
tend the warps, I 
went on board to fend 
off from the walls. 
Snow Goose  
Appeared tiny in the 
lock one hundred 
and ten foot long and 
thirty foot wide and 
as the paddles were 
opened she began to 
surge fore and aft as 
the water rushed in. 
The water turned 

white around us as sixty five thousand gallons lifted the boat thirteen feet to the 
level of the inner basin and at 15.00 we tied up astern of a gaff rigged oyster 
drudger. We could not continue any farther that day as the bridges would be closed 
at l6.30 so we rigged the tent and after cooking a meal and cleaning ourselves up, 
we walked into Ardrishaig for an evening in the pub, returning to Snow Goose at 
about 22.00, we made coffee and then turned in for the night.  
 
DISTANCE SAILED 11 miles   MAX WIND F. 3  S. E. 
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TUES 30th May 
Started the day at 07.30 to the call of a cuckoo, it was probably the same one 
following us around because we were awakened by one in every harbour we visited. 

After breakfast we left the basin 
in company with 'Gay Musetta' 
a twenty six foot Macwester, 
skippered by Phil,and crewed 
by his wife Shelley and friends 
Liz and Geoff. 
As the first three locks are very 
close together, we decided to go 
through with Hazel on the helm 
and 'Gay Musetta' towing Snow 
Goose,so leaving me free to 
tend warps and help work the 
locks.Geoff had been lying in 
his bunk all morning with 
suspected sunstroke, (TRUE) 
and the noise of the engine in 
the confines of the locks made 
him very ill so that at Oakfields 
Wharf, Phil decided to stop and 
try to get a doctor. 
 
As there was nothing we could 
do to help, we said goodbye and 

carried on alone.  From Oakfields to Cairnbaan we had a four mile run without 
locks so we were able to admire the beautiful scenery and flowers along our route.  
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At 11.00 we tied up below the flight of four locks at Cairnbaan to find the manager 
of the hotel preparing to take his Devon yawl down to Crinan. We decided to travel 
with them to save water and this proved a very good move.The skipper of the Yawl 
had recruited four of the locals to help him work the locks, and had loaded his boat 
with crates of beer and a couple of bottles of whisky.  

We were told to stay in the boat and let the experts work the locks with the reward 
of a swig from the whisky bottle and a can of beer as we passed each lock gate, 
When we reached Crinan, at l4.00 Hazel and I were the only ones sober and then 
only just. 
Crinan was superb and tied up in the basin we had a view out over Loch Crinan to 
Jura, Scarba, and the Gulf of Corryvreckan. 
After a walk around Crinan and a first class meal at the hotel, we walked back to 
Snow Goose admiring one of the fantastic sunsets that Scotland produces, and 
bedded down at 
23.00. 
 
DISTANCE SAILED 10 miles  WIND VARIABLE  
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WED 31st May 
We woke early on Wednesday morning and by 06.30 I was down near the sea lock 
taking photographs and watching the local fishing boats unloading their catch, 
including prawns nine inches long which we had sampled the night before. After a 
good breakfast of eggs and bacon, we walked to the lock keepers cottage to get 
some advice on our passage of the Dorus Mor. 
The Dorus Mor, or in English, Great Gate, is a narrow passage between Craignish 
point and the Island of Garbh Reisa, through which the tide runs at up to eight 
knots on springs. The lock keepers advice was to go into the Dorus Mor about half 
an hour before slack water which would give us about three or four knots of tide to 
help us through and we should be clear before the tide changed. Slack water that 
day was at 13. 00 so after tidying the boat we passed through the sea lock at 11.00 
and sailed out into Loch Crinan. Once again it was a fine day and with the wind 
about F3. We sailed on a reach across Loch Crinan with tremendous views to the 
south as far as Jura, and to the north the mountains on Hull. 
We were a little early as at 12.00 we entered the Dorus Mor but with the wind and 
tide in the same direction I felt we were safe. Our speed over the ground shot up 
from about three knots to seven or eight as with the water swirling and bubbling 
like a witches cauldron, we shot through the race and into the Sound of Jura, All 
very good in fine weather but I should hate to try it in strong westerly winds. 
The wind gradually increased as we sailed north past Corryvreckan and Scarba, 
until at 14.00 we sailed past Shuna and into Loch Melfort. Hazel is very keen on 
Loch Melfort because of the wildlife along the shores and we had seen red deer, 
oystercatchers and numerous gulls when at 15.00 we anchored at the head of the 
loch. 
We were running rather short on food by now so after inflating the dinghy, we 
rowed ashore for provisions, but after walking one and a half miles into the village 
we found the only shop closed for stocktaking. After failing to hitch hike to the next 

village and walking back to 
Snow Goose, we spent the next 
hour soaking our feet in the icy 
waters of the loch. 
That evening I managed to 
scrounge some bread rolls and 
milk from the landlady of the 
local hotel which would keep 
us going until the following 
day, and eventually turned in 
at 23.00. 
 

DISTANCE SAILED 18 miles  MAX WIND  F5  SE. 
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THURS. 1st June. 
After being woken again by our feathered alarm clock, we left Kilmelford at 10.30 
and beat down the loch in a S.Westerly F.4. The wind had been kind to us and only 
twice during the week did we have to beat for more than a few minutes. At 12.00 
we rounded Degnish Point and sailing on a reach past Torsa Island crowded with 
colonies of seals, into Seil Sound which separates the Island of Seil from the 
mainland. 
Two and half miles above Torsa, the sound narrows to about a half cable; and is 
spanned by Clarchan Bridge often called 'The Bridge over the Atlantic'. I had 
decided that if possible we would sail under the bridge and round into 
Puilladobrain anchorage on the west side of Sell. This would need careful 
planning. At H.W.,there would be only twenty four feet clearance under the centre 
of the arch but only near H.W. would we have sufficient water (Max at HW. four 
feet). To complicate matters even more,the tide, which we needed in our favour, 
would change one and three quarter hours before H.W. when there might be only 
three feet of water. After consulting Reeds, and the Clyde Cruising Club sailing 
directions, we decided that 14.00 would be the optimum time for arrival at the 
bridge. Having time to spare we sailed into Balvicar Bay on the west side of the 
sound and stocked up with food at the excellent store in Balvicar village. 
Writing postcards and eating ice cream in the hot sunshine occupied an hour and 
at 13. 30 we left Balvicar and sailed towards the bridge. As we were almost on a 
run, we rounded up five hundred yards short of the bridge and dropped the 
mainsail to make life easier. 
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MENU 
 

Loch Sween Mussels 
Egg Mayonnaise 

Crinan Fish Platter 
Chilled Fresh Orange Juice 

Pate Maison 
***** 

Tomato Soup with Cream Whole Jumbo Prawns 
***** 

Roast Duckling in Brandy and Black Cherry Sauce Grilled Scottish Sirloin Steak 
Vegetables 

***** 
Balla's Apple Tart with Fresh Cream Whole Brie with Oatcakes 

****** 
Coffee in the Lounge   30p 

***** 
MALIN: SE 3-4 inc 5-6, mainly fair, Mod with fog patches 

***** 
 

£4.95   plus VAT 
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Revised and Amended March, 1977. 
BRITISH WATERWAYS BOARD.            Scottish Canals. 

CRINAN    CANAL. 
 
NOTE OF INSTRUCTION FOR CRAFT. ON PASSAGE. 
HOURS OF OPERATION  Monday- to- Saturday inclusive.                       

Sea Locks       0600—2200 hours 
Inland-Bridges  0800-l630 hours (lunch break normally 1200-1230 hours) 

 
CANAL OPERATION: 
The sea locks will be manned by the Board's staff, who will also operate the swing bridge 
adjacent to No 1 Lock and Lock No 14 above Crinan Sea Lock. 
It remains a Canal Bye-Law that the Master of the ship must put crewmen ashore to assist 
with the locking. 
The road bridges crossing the Canal over Lock No. 4, Oakfield, Cairnbaan, Dunardry, 
Beilanoch and Crinan will also be operated by the Board's staff during the restricted hours 
above. 
The inland locks will normally be operated by the crews of the craft in transit after 
permission and directions as to the operation of the locks have . been given by a lock-
keeper or bridge-keeper. Obviously if two crew members can be landed to work the locks, 
progress will be such more rapid, one man moving forward to prepare the lock ahead while 
the second man remains behind to close the gates after departure.  
 
GETTING ASHORE: 
Crew members undertaking the locking work should be put ashore at the sea locks and 
placed at the disposal of the sea lock-keepers.  At Lock No. 1 (Ardrishaig)the man or men 
should remain ashore and walk up to Lock No. 2 at the far end of the Basin and prepare 
the lock chamber.  They should remain ashore to work Locks 2, 3 and 4.  They should 
rejoin the ship above Lock 4. 
A jetty is situated below Lock 5 a Cairnbaan on your port hand. The crewman should be 
put ashore at this jetty and should prepare the lock chamber and remain ashore for Locks 
5, 6 7 and 8, rejoining above Lock 8. He should be put ashore at the lock approach wall at 
Lock 9 and remain ashore for Locks 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13, rejoining at a jetty on your 
starboard below Lock 13. 
He should then be put ashore at Lock 14 upper wing walls. 
Craft entering at Crinan will, of course, reverse the procedure. 
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SLUICE (OR PADDLE) OPERATION: 
An operating key should be available near to one of the sluices at each pair of lock gates.  
This key fits over the spindle protruding from the front of the cylinder mounted on the top 
bar of the gate.  The cylinder is clearly marked with "up" or "down" directions.  To open the 
sluice the handle should, be turned in the direction "up"; to lower the sluice it should be 
turned in the direction "down".  Under extreme operating heads some difficulty might be 
found in operating one or other of the sluices. This will show by there being no movement 
of the sluice in spite of the fact that the handle is turning.  If this happens go on to the 
other sluice and try again.  Generally this type of sluice will not fall back down but has to 
be wound down.   Depending on the internal adjustment of the mechanism there might 
however be a slight backing movement under some conditions.  This will be a very gentle 
movement and can be ignored.  
 
OPENING OR CLOSING GATES: 
The gates are best moved by the use of the leg muscles, either by leaning against the 
balance beam with the arms and pushing with the legs or, under arduous conditions, by 
transmitting a leg push with the operator's back against the balance-beam. 
 
LOCK OPERATION:- 
Operating locks is simple if you work through the drill systematically and never hurry.  
Please share a lock with other craft wherever possible and, at single locks, alternate 
locking, up and down, will save a considerable quantity of water. 
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Going Up: 

 
1.  Make sure the top gates and sluices are closed. 
2.  If lock is full, empty it by raising bottom sluices. 
 (Check to see if a boat is approaching which will use the lock in a downward direction 
and if so please wait until it has done so). 
3.  Open bottom gates and enter lock. 
4.  Close bottom gates  behind you and lower the sluices. 
5.  Open the top sluices to fill lock. Initially they should be opened about 50 mm (2"). 
Observe the rush of water into the lock and gradually open up further, ensuring that 
craft are not being thrown about the lock chamber and that water is not inadvertently 
going on board any of the craft within the chamber.  If a craft seems in difficulty close 
down the  sluices. 
6.  Open top gates and sail your craft out.  
7.  Close gates behind you and lower the sluices. Secure craft in lock by attaching 
warps to bollards or hooks provided, 
 
NOTE:  
    The part in brackets at 2 above is intended to save water. 
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Going Down: 
NOTE: 

 
1.  Make sure the bottom gates and sluices are closed. 
2.  If lock is empty fill it by opening top sluices.  (Check to see if a craft 
is approaching which will use the lock in upward direction and if so 
please wait until it has done  so). 
3.  Open top gates and enter lock. 
4.  Close top gates behind you and lower the sluices. 
5.  Open bottom sluices initially 50 mm (2") and observe 
the flow of water.   Gradually open up the sluices, ensuring that there is 
no undue movement of craft within the lock.  Ensure that crew members 
are manning the warps continuously.  Close the sluices immediately if 
any craft begins to "hangup".  
6.  Open bottom gates and take your craft out.  
7.  Close gates behind you and lower sluices. 
Always ensure that all gates and sluices are closed before you leave the 
lock (but obviously be courteous and leave the gates open if there is 
another boat approaching the lock you are leaving from the opposite 
directions. 
 
Note: The part in brackets at 2 above is intended to save water. 
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NOTES:  
1. Remember to always adjust the sluice setting slowly and carefully, watching the craft 
for unexpected developments. 
2.     It is better to wait a few minutes and share the lock with another craft than to close 
the gates in his face and waste 65000 gallons of water (approximately). 
3. Remember that loads of several tons can be placed on mooring ropes under adverse 
conditions. 
4. Remember that water is valuable and vital and that if water is wasted the Canal will 
have to close once the reservoirs are empty.  Keep all sluices and gates closed when not 
in use. 
5. Do not encourage passers-by or young children to assist you with the lock gate 
operation. They may not be insured and may have a claim against you in the event of 
injury. 
6. In times of general water shortage it occasionally happens that a local rainfall will 
discharge water unexpectedly into one  section of Canal. If lock-keepers can ease the 
general restrictions at times of local excess they will do so but please remember that this 
excess might only be available at one or two pairs of lock  gates.   The general 
restrictions will not be relaxed where there is not surplus water. 
 
 
British Waterways Board 
Old Basin Works, 
Applecross Street. 
Glasgow G4 9SP  
 
MARCH, 1977. 
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 We dropped the mast to clear telephone cables just short of the bridge, and then raised the 
mast again to clear power cables just above the bridge. We were feeling very pleased with 
ourselves but 'Pride goeth before a fall' and suddenly we found the wind had gone round to 
the north, blowing straight down the Sound and the tide had turned against us. We struggled 
to get the mainsail up as we were swept down towards the bridge again and frantically began 
to beat up the Sound on tacks of about fifteen seconds duration with the centreboard and. 
rudder banging on the rocks at the end of each tack. We made it, but it will take me a long 
time to fair the centreboard into a decent shape again. 
At 14.45 we sailed out of Clachan sound, around the northern tip of Seil and at 15.30 we 
dropped anchor in Puilladobhran anchorage and celebrated with a tot of malt whisky. 
Puilladobhran is probably one of the finest anchorages on the west coast, formed by a chain 
of small islands enclosing a bay on the west side of Seil. Perfectly sheltered in all winds it 
still gives uninterrupted views across the Firth of Lorne to Iona, Mull and Lismore and the 
sunsets over the high peaks on Mull have to be seen to be believed. 
That evening was spent talking with the locals in the 'Tigh-na-Truish' hotel, after a mile walk 
over the hills to Clachan Bridge. 
We were told that the name of the hotel means- 'The house of the trousers' so named because 
in the years following the Stuart uprising, the kilt was banned in the highlands, and anyone 
caught wearing it risked execution. The men of Seil therefore would change from the kilt to 
trousers at the inn when visiting the mainland, and on their return would change back to the 
kilt once more leaving the trousers at the inn. 
We spent a good evening swapping stories with the locals and other yachtsmen and 
eventually returned to Snow Goose at 23.30. 
 
DISTANCE SAILED 18 miles  MAX WIND F 4. S. W. 
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FRI  2nd June 
For our last day, we only had a short distance to cover to Oban where I intended to catch a 
train back to Largs to pick up my car and trailer. 
To make the most of the day, we decided to make a detour in to Loch Feochan which runs 
about eight miles inland from the Firth of Lorne. 
After cooking breakfast, we had all the gear stowed away and were sailing out of the 
anchorage at 11. 00. 
In brilliant sunshine and with a southerly wind, we sailed close inshore to give Hazel a 
chance to pursue her hobby of bird watching. A small sailing boat must be ideal for this as 
the sea birds took very little notice of us, only moving out of the way at the last moment to 
avoid being run down. 
We sailed into Loch Feochan and in water so clear we could see the bottom in three fathoms, 
Hazel spent a couple of hours with binoculars watching birds too numerous to recount, 
including the crowning glory, a Golden Eagle soaring over the hills on the northern side of 
the loch, 
At 14.00 we left the confines of the loch and headed north into Kerrara Sound and soon in 
the distance we could see the city of Oban. Sailing in the Sound was like coming home as we 
have done so many trips starting or finishing in Oban, and charts and pilot books could at 
last be stowed. 
Sailing past Cutter Rock, Horseshoe Bay, and Heather island, we could see dinghies sailing 
in Oban Bay which made quite a change after sailing in isolation for almost a week. The only 
boats that had come within hailing distance had been the racing fleet at Tarbert. 
 
Finally we came to our anchorage just south of the city and stowed the sails. 
That evening we met up with the crew of 'Gay Mussetta' who were tied up alongside the 
0.Y.C. Ketch 'Taikoo' at the town quay. Geoff had now recovered from his illness and they 
were all looking forward to another weeks cruising, but for us the holiday was almost over. 
After drinks on board, we all said goodbye and Hazel and I returned to Snow Goose at 22.00. 
 
DISTANCE SAILED 14 miles      MAX WIND F 4.  S.  
 
TOTAL DISTANCE SAILED .  100 miles. 
 
The trip was over but we would never forget the good sailing, superb scenery, and the 
helpful and interesting people we had met.  We had spoken to a young couple from 
Shrewsbury in the 'Tigh-na-Truish' hotel, who were sailing for the first time, in a friends 
boat. The girl spoke in a whisper as if afraid she might break the spell, 'I never thought it 
could be so beautiful, it’s like a different world,' she said. 
It may be a different world but it’s one we can all enjoy with a Wayfarer. 
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HARB0URS AND THEIR FACILITIES. 

Largs.  
-Good, launching slip(with permission of Largs S.C.)parking behind clubhouse. All 
provisions, fuel etc.. in town. 

Tarbert. 
Good anchorage or tie up alongside quay. Only one small beach for camping. All facilities in 
town including sail makers and chandlers. 

Ardrishaig. 
No sheltered anchorage in Loch Fyne. Tie up alongside in canal basin. Provisions, fuel etc.. 
in town. 

Crinan. 
Tie up in basin or sheltered anchorage in Loch Crinan. No beaches. Limited provisions, 
Good chandlers, 

Kilnelford.,--Loch Melfort. 
Moorings for hire (Arden Yachts), fairly sheltered anchorage. One rather stony beach. 
Limited provisions, fuel, chandlers. 

Puilladobhran, 
Sheltered anchorage. No beaches. Hotel, fuel, one and a; half miles away at Clachan Bridge, 
no provisions. 

Oban. 
Several good anchorages, launching slips, moorings, provisions 
fuel, chandlers etc,.. Good beaches outside of town. 
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